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Band: Nephrolith (SLO) 

Genre: Black Metal 

Label: Cursed Records 

Albumtitle: Paleness of the Bled World 

Duration: 39:44 

Releasedate: 11.11.2016 

 

Nephrolith is a Slovenian band which likes to conquer the black hearts of the audience with their second album 

"Paleness of the Bled World".  

 

Bands from Slovenian are a small rarity in this part of the world. I coulnd't name one promptly if somebody would 

ask me. However, Nephrolith head in the same direction as roughly a quarter of all bands in this land, which meins 

they play Black Metal. The rest are spreaded into Death (Melodeath), Thrash and Heavy Metal.  

 

Well, let's go into details. The album starts with the intro "1004". One can only speculate about the deeper meaning 

of the title. That also applies to the outro "4001". The first full song "Drained Away" has more elements that Black 

Metalfans are burning for. A few tapping drums and guitars that deliver faraway melancholic parts as well as more 

pressure during the vocal parts. All fine for Nephrolith? Absolutely for now.  

 

The songs are directly accessible and impresses one with reasonable vocals, tempo changes and this typical feeling 

that Metal can unleash. This kind of belonging that lets one bow one's head and foot. Indeed, there are no great 

innovations but this has no effect on the general image as especially the songs have enough penetrating power.  

 

Conlusion:  

The Slovenes have taken an effort for their second album and it pays. A good album is coming out that will find its 

place in the one or other rack. I, for one, will firstly vet some other bands from Slovenian as if one band is that good 

there will be surely even more.  

 

Rating: 8/10 

 

Recommandations: Rejoined, Flamespeech 

 

Weblink: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Nephrolith/80491962125 

 

Lineup: 

 

Nerthag - Vocals 

Skargart - Guitars 

Isvaroth - Guitars 

Tersagir - Bass 

Ghul - Drums 
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Tracklist: 

 

01. 1004 

02. Drained away 

03. Rejoined 

04. Flamespeech 

05. Moth 

06. Olistje 

07. Warmth into Fire 

08. 4001 

 

Author: Godshand / Translator: Dine 


